
AvioFlex Crew Check-in

Aircrews can now check in at airports with just a few 
taps on their mobile devices.
The AvioFlex Crew Check-in developed by Innova allows crews to check in and display all the 
necessary flight information on their mobile devices with just a few taps, saving valuable time 
at airports, especially during periods of high traffic. Thanks to the application, airlines have the 
ability to deploy their human resources much more efficiently, in addition to reducing lost time 
and thus preventing potential risks.

Ready for departure! It only takes a few seconds for 
crews to check-in…
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Innova Aviation Industry Solutions overarches all processes mandated for operations of airline 
companies. You can enhance the efficiency of your decision support systems through enabling 
the lightening quick transfer of data from your fleet across numerous systems. The digitalization 
of these processes also spurs effective control mechanisms. 

Innova products promote full integration between ground operations and aerial operations on 
the one hand, and between flight crew and back office systems on the other. All processes are 
digitalized and supported by Innova’s flexible and  strategic approach, endowing airlines with 
significant cost advantages. 

Innova Aviation Industry Solutions

AvioFlex LIFUS Manager digitalizes the training assessment processes of both the cockpit and 
the cabin personnel. Personnel who have completed their training on the ground proceed to 
receive actual flight training and complete their evaluation processes over tablet devices.

AvioFlex LIFUS Manager

AvioFlex Cabin+ promotes the convenient management of the many preflight, in-flight and 
post-flight tasks to which Chief Flight Attendants should attend. Chief Flight Attendants are 
mandated to prepare a myriad of forms pertaining to numerous processes that take place at 
either one of these three stages and notify necessary parties properly. From supply provision 
to performance management, Cabin+ enables the easy management of all these processes 
over a tablet.

AvioFlex Cabin+

AvioFlex Ops Master is responsible from the 24/7/365 execution of all airline operations in 
a safe and flawless manner. Many operational tasks involve synchronous management of 
multiple factors and constitute the most critical workflows of airlines who schedule and carry 
out hundreds of flights a day. Ops Master is an authorization and reporting system which 
replaces emails and other operational approval systems. Enabling all flight operations to be 
viewed from a single center, this system relieves the burden of related units while digitalization 
paper-based processes and yielding additional cost benefits.

The preeminent benefits of Ops Master include the cultivation of corporate memory, raising 
operational awareness, establishment of process consistency, contribution to flight safety, 
curtailment of labor costs and promotion of fuel savings. 

AvioFlex Ops Master

AvioFlex Crew Duty provides a mobile platform that connects cabin crew and ground. This 
platform facilitates their access to detailed information regarding their flights, either over a 
web portal or through their mobile devices. This system significantly improves the information 
flow between the cabin crew and helps with precise management of personnel operations.

AvioFlex Crew Duty


